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Ambition
in action

Download the  
IE Cambridge  
community app.

IE Cambridge exists to guide your 
journey whether you’re eager to learn 
more and get involved, got a great idea, 
starting a venture or are ready to grow 
your company.

On our website, you’ll find signposting 
to the wealth of programmes, activities 
and support designed to take your 
ideas further.

ie.cam.ac.uk

Welcome to the complete 
resource for Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship at the 
University of Cambridge.

https://ie.cam.ac.uk/
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Like all our fellow Cambridge finalists, 
the world of grad schemes, internships, 
and starter jobs is looming closer and 
closer. Choosing a career can seem like 
an incredibly daunting prospect, but 
we often reach our paths in unique and 
unexpected ways.

As you flick through this guide and read 
the stories of alumni working in fields 
ranging from journalism to software 
engineering, remember that you don’t 
need to have it all figured out. 

If you find yourself behind the desk at 
your less-than-dream job or doing an 
unplanned Masters, keep in mind  
that these are only stepping stones  
to better things. 

This Careers Guide will show you 
there’s a wealth of opportunity waiting 
for you, with plenty of organisations 
eager to hire Cambridge’s bright minds. 

Whatever your aspirations, your time at 
university is likely to stand you in good 
stead. If you’ve managed to survive 
Cambridge so far, we’re sure you’ll find 
your way through the world beyond.

We hope this guide offers you some 
comfort as you look forward, and we 
wish you every success with your 
degrees and future endeavours.

Isabel & Taneesha 

Welcome to the latest edition  
of the Varsity Guide to Careers!

https://www.varsity.co.uk/
mailto:business%40varsity.co.uk%20?subject=
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Berlin, Dusseldorf, Frankfurt, Hamburg, London, Milan, Munich, Stockholm, Utrecht, Vienna, Zurichwww.d-fine.com

Your career at d-fine

What does d-fine offer you?
-   Diversity: Work with clients on topics ranging from financial engineering and machine learning

through to climate risk and healthcare

-   International: Collaborate in project teams staffed across Europe

- Education: Acquire new skillsets to broaden your technical and  professional repertoire

Who is eligible to join?
Master’s or PhD-level graduates in STEM fields

How can I apply?
Please go to our Job Portal on our website www.d-fine.com 

We are a European consultancy firm focussed on analytical and quantitative 
 topics and the development of sustainable solutions to bring about positive 
change for our clients. 

http://www.d-fine.com
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d-fine is a European consultancy firm with over 1,500 
employees, distributed across eleven offices in seven 
countries. Our focus is on quantitative issues and the 
development of sustainable technological solutions. 
d-fine's consulting approach is based on years of practical 
experience driven by employees with analytical and 
technological skills. 

This combination has proven itself with more than two 
hundred clients across all sectors of the economy, owing to 
its bespoke fit, efficiency and sustainable implementation.

To expand our consulting team, we are looking for students 
or graduates of physics, mathematics, computer science, 
engineering, economics or other natural sciences with 
quantitative or technological specializations. You must have 
an excellent academic record, be fluent in English and have 

Sponsors for Educational Opportunity, Ltd. (SEO London) 
is a UK-registered charity providing students and young 
professionals from ethnic minority and low socioeconomic 
backgrounds with education, training and mentoring 
support in their career path. 

SEO London programmes focus on pre-professional 
development (Schools programmes), career access (Careers 
programmes) and long-term success within elite global 
industries (Alumni programmes). 

Founded in 2000, SEO London has subsequently delivered 
two decades of transformative leadership in the UK 
workplace diversity and inclusion segment. Thousands 
of SEO London alumni now work in top UK and global 
corporates and firms, many holding senior leadership 
positions. Industries we work with include finance and 
banking, real estate, technology, consulting, alternative 
investments, insurance, and corporate law. 

In partnership with our sponsor firms, we enable our 
candidates to gain industry knowledge, improve their 

a high mathematical and/or technological affinity. 

In addition to strong analytical skills and a result-
oriented approach, we attach great importance to social 
competence. A “team-first” approach is at the core of our 
company philosophy and is reflected in project structures, 
employee development and incentive systems.

Our aim is that you feel at home with us and remain 
motivated for the long term. That is why we offer you,  
in addition to exciting projects, a collegial team, attractive 
career and salary model, and a wide range of additional 
benefits, such as our extensive training program as part  
of the d-fine Academy.

We are continually looking for new talent and would 
welcome your application to join d-fine.

interview skills and ultimately grant access to exclusive  
job and internship opportunities in their chosen sectors.

Our holistic training programmes help candidates to 
succeed well into their careers. Our charitable mission 
and structure magnify our impact by permitting us to 
engage with more than 8,000 alumni in our training and 
mentorship programmes. You can join SEO London as 
candidate matching the following criteria: being part of  
an ethnic minority and/or being from a low socioeconomic 
background if you are a UK citizen and studying at a 
UK university. International students studying at a UK 
university have to match both the ethnic minority and  
low socioeconomic background criteria.

We also offer support in gaining commercial awareness 
through our masterclasses, personal branding workshops, 
and networking opportunities with our partner firms. 
We work with over 140 world class employers who are as 
enthusiastic as we are about diversity, equity, and inclusion. 
To become an SEO London candidate simply sign-up 
through our website. 

d-fine

SEO London

http://www.d-fine.com
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Elizabeth Haigh graduated from Homerton College in 2021 with a degree in MML.

Finding my way…

Leaving Cambridge, I had one goal in mind: to be a 
journalist. Preferably, to be a political reporter at the 
Guardian. That was two years ago. Box ticked? Well, it’s not 
as straightforward as that.

It’s autumn two years after graduation, and I’m a senior 
news reporter at MailOnline. What?! I can practically hear 
your gasp from my tiny studio in north London. How does 
a working class, Guardian-reading, queer woman who 
edited Varsity and graduated with a degree in MML end  
up working for the Mail?

Studying at Cambridge was a fun-filled, frustrating, 
fearsome four years that I am still unpacking. I loved it, 
yet felt constantly anxious and unfulfilled. I didn’t fit in 
with my peers: I thought I was too left-wing, too poor, too 
working class - and didn’t even have a southern accent. 
But the longer I spent there, the more the city, and its 
people, charmed me. I found my people and learned  
that I could be unapologetically me.

Yet as soon as I was comfortable, it was time for me to 
go. Leaving my college, Homerton, behind was hard - and 
leaving the friends I’d made along the way even harder. 
I moved straight from Cambridge to London - a world 
away from the grassy hills of Shropshire I knew. I began 
freelancing as an online news reporter with LBC, and was 
plunged straight in with a baptism of fire: covering the 
Taliban’s takeover of Kabul.

I continued working there twice a week while studying my 
NCTJ with News Associates in Twickenham, an intensive six-
month diploma which sets you up for the world of journalism 
like no other. After final exams I got a job at MyLondon. It was 
a good few months, but writing various versions of “Who is 
soap actor X?” and “The secret royal rule that Y broke” wasn’t 
exactly the cutting-edge journalism I wanted to be doing.

But my plugging away eventually paid off. I got some  
good exclusives published, ones that made their way 
into the national papers. One morning I opened Twitter’s 
familiar icon and saw I had a new message. It was an 
editor from MailOnline. They had seen some of the stories 
I had written and were offering to give me a call.

I knocked on my friend’s door (side note from experience 
- think very, very carefully who you move in with after 
leaving Cambridge) and read out the message. We had a 
laugh about it, but I had the call nonetheless.

Six weeks later I arrived at MailOnline’s offices for my  
first day. 

Since then, I’ve covered wars in Ukraine and Israel, conducted 
harrowing interviews of victims of crime, uncovered scandals 
at women’s refuges, been sent to report live from Buckingham 
Palace the day after Queen Elizabeth II died, brought ideas 
and exclusives which no-one else in my newsroom has 
thought of - the list could go on.

Most recently I’ve been promoted to a senior reporter after 
18 months in the job. I’m 24, the youngest senior by five 
years, who has recently secured an agent for the book I’m 
writing. I’m in a long-term relationship, and have a great 
circle of people around me - although I’d be lying if I said 
money isn’t constantly a worry.

The Liz graduating in summer 2021 would have scoffed if 
she was told how fortunate I now am. I don’t work at the 
Guardian, but I have a great job that gives me the audience 
and opportunities to do the work I care about. It’s been 
a rough ride; lonely with long hours, responsibilities and 
horrific stories to boot. I had no connections to give me a 
piggyback into the industry. Yet I value every step of the 
journey along the way.

The one piece of advice I cannot stress enough is get out of 
the Cambridge bubble. Once you are in the real world, no-one 
cares where you went to university. They don’t care whether 
you went to a top private school, or where you spent your 
summer holidays. Whether you went to Eton with termly 
skiing breaks, or your family survived on a £12k-a-year 
income like mine. What they care about is whether you 
respect them, back yourself, and value people’s contributions.

So whoever you are, whatever your background, throw 
yourself into life outside of university with as much 
enthusiasm as possible. Because if I managed to forge 
happiness for myself, so can you.
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Training as a Patent Attorney is a career path that 
will enable you to combine your understanding of 
science with legal expertise.  

You will leave the lab environment yet remain at the 
cutting edge of science and technology, applying 
your knowledge and skill in a commercial context. 
You will help to protect intellectual property assets 
and grow businesses.

J A Kemp is a leading firm of UK and European  
Patent and Trade Mark Attorneys with offices in 
London, Oxford, Cambridge, Paris and Munich.

Visit our website for more information about 
training as a Patent Attorney.

What Does It Involve?

Sound Interesting?

Looking for an intellectually challenging and rewarding career option?

www.jakemp.com/careers

KICK START YOUR  
CAREER AS A PATENT 
ATTORNEY WITH US

2023 J A Kemp A4 Portrait Cambridge Careers Ad.indd   12023 J A Kemp A4 Portrait Cambridge Careers Ad.indd   1 01/09/2023   10:04:1401/09/2023   10:04:14

http://jakemp.com/careers
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J A Kemp LLP is one of the largest UK and European Patent 
and Trade Mark Attorney firms, with offices in London, 
Oxford, Cambridge, Paris and Munich. J A Kemp’s Patent 
Attorneys handle patent applications in the UK, Europe and 
worldwide. The firm works for a huge variety of clients, from 
startups, spinouts and SMEs through to some of the largest 
corporate clients and most prestigious academic institutions 
in the world.

Training as a Patent Attorney is a career path that will enable 
you to combine your understanding of science with legal 
expertise. You will leave the lab environment yet remain at 
the cutting edge of science and technology, applying your 
knowledge and skill in a commercial context. You will help to 

protect intellectual property assets and grow businesses.

We offer a programme of training to take you right through to 
qualification as a Patent Attorney (European and UK Chartered). 
We support you with one to one mentoring, external courses, 
internal tutorials and on-the-job training. We are very proud 
of our exam success rate and we will continue to support your 
professional development throughout your career with the firm.

If you are interested in a career as a Patent Attorney,  
and for information on applying for our 2024 Trainee  
Patent Attorney intake, please visit our website:  
https://jakemp.com/en/careers/

J A Kemp LLP

Cisco
Main locations: Harpenden, London and Feltham.

About us: #WeAreCisco, where each person is unique, 
but we bring our talents to work as a team and make a 
difference. Yes, our technology changes the way the world 
works, lives, plays and learns, but our edge comes from our 
people. We connect everything – people, process, data and 
things – and we use those connections to change our world 
for the better. We innovate everywhere - From creating a 
new era of networking that adapts, learns and protects, 

to building Cisco Services that accelerate businesses and 
business results. Our technology powers entertainment, 
retail, healthcare, education and more – from Smart Cities to 
your everyday devices. We benefit everyone. We do all of this 
while striving for a culture that empowers every person to 
make a difference, at work and in our communities.

Opportunities available: Software engineering, Associate 
Solution Engineering and Consulting Engineering roles for 
graduates, summer interns and micro-interns.

Graduates sought: Any STEM related degrees. Some of our 
teams accept applications without programming skills.

Graduate Salary: Competitive. Including extensive 
compensation plan: bonus, pension, 5 days to give to your 
preferred charity, birthday off on us and much more.

Vacation work: Summer internships and micro-interns.

Annual vacancies: About 25 graduates and 10 internships, 
but we will always consider exceptional candidates.

Application advice: CV application; see our website for 
details& deadline. We accept applications all year, but focus 
mostly on Michaelmas term.

https://jakemp.com/en/careers/
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With Us
#WeAreCisco

Be You, 

Software Engineer
cs.co/eennssoofftt

Follow @WeAreCisco

With Us
#WeAreCisco

Be You, 

Software Engineer | Associate Consulting Engineer
Associate Solutions Engineer | Desktop Engineer | Test Engineer

cisco.com/careers

Follow @WeAreCisco

With Us
#WeAreCisco

Be You, 

Software Engineer | Associate Consulting Engineer
Associate Solutions Engineer | Desktop Engineer | Test Engineer

cisco.com/careers

Follow @WeAreCisco

http://cs.co/ensoft
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How did you start working for Ensoft/Cisco?
I reached the third year of my degree knowing that I 
wanted to do something that makes a difference within  
a small, vibrant setting that I would feel a part of. 

I visited the careers fairs and collected the obligatory fliers 
and freebies but already knew the majority were of no 
interest. I knew Cisco as *the* cutting edge networking 
company and was intrigued by the idea of Ensoft as a 
small team with its own culture and identity composed  
of highly motivated and like-minded folks. 

I went along to a presentation by a senior manager within 
the Ensoft team and chatted afterwards to recent graduate 
employees that seemed to have a real passion for both the 
work and the environment. It seemed to tick all my boxes 
and applying was a no-brainer.

What was the recruitment process like? 
The application process couldn't have been easier, I simply 
submitted my CV and was contacted within a couple of 
days inviting me to the next interview day. The interview 
day consisted of a logic test followed by two interviews.  
I was back in the college common room within two hours 
and feeling optimistic but not wanting to get my hopes 
up. I received a job offer shortly after that.

Can you describe what you do for the company?
Primarily I'm a project and people manager and take great 
pride in trying to organize projects that give my team 
challenging and interesting work suited to their strengths 
and individual development. However, my role is still very 
technical with plenty of scope to get hands-on in software 
development as well as technical design and review work. 

Beyond the core work I’m involved in various ‘virtual 
teams’ such as helping with technical and network 
support, organizing Cisco-Ensoft social activities 
(including a family weekend away in May 2019) and 
looking out for people's wellbeing as a mental health  
first aider, to name just a few...

What’s it like working in Cisco’s Ensoft team?
We enjoy the benefits of being part of a huge, progressive 
and forward-thinking company that additionally has a 
culture and dynamism of a small site. 

As part of Cisco we have the opportunity to innovate 
and create software solutions targeted to the rapidly 
expanding needs of the world’s biggest service providers 
and tech companies as well as enjoy the perks of working 
for a big company. 
 
However, our identity as a small team with our own culture 
is a real positive. There are the small things like the office 
games (pool, table tennis, etc) and weekly breakfast, the 
daily self-organised sports clubs (football, climbing, running, 
etc) through to the organised social events such as rafting, 
the annual walking weekend or family summer BBQs. 

Ultimately, it’s a place where I find the work interesting 
and challenging, feel as though I’m realising satisfying 
career development with plenty of scope to go further  
and enjoy socialising with the people that I work with.

What kind of work can people expect to be doing 
in their first year?
We expect to get new graduates working on production 
code and contributing as part of a development team in 
under a month. This typically means being assigned a 
module of code to write and test. At the same time, the 
close team structure includes a mentor for new graduates, 
which means there is plenty of support.

Can you describe what you look for in an applicant?
We look for people who work hard and take pride in their 
work, and that should be backed up by a strong academic 
record. Some experience is useful, though not essential 
(we offer excellent training!). What we really want to see  
is an enthusiasm for software engineering – it’s great to 
find recent graduates who have developed applications  
or run computer systems.

James Whistance-Smith
Maths, & Computer Science,  
Working for Cisco’s Ensoft Software Engineering Team.



Who is BARBRI?  

There has never been a better time

to break into law

Prepare for the Solicitors Qualifying Exam (SQE) with BARBRI. 

• Industry leading pass rates

• Flexible, intelligent learning

• Over 1.4 million alumni globally

BARBRI specialises in preparing students for legal qualification 

exams in England & Wales and the United States. 

To find out more about our courses, please scan the QR code.

BARBRI is a world-leading legal educator specialising in 
innovative technology and exceptional student support to 
help students and legal professionals succeed in achieving 
their legal qualification and career aspirations. BARBRI's 
unique courses help you to prepare for the Solicitors 
Qualifying Exam (SQE), which you need to pass to become 
a solicitor in England and Wales. They also offer extended 
bar review preparation courses for those looking for dual 
qualification as an attorney in New York or California.   

BARBRI has maintained the trust of legal students for over 
50 years, helping more than 1.4 million law students and 
lawyers succeed in legal exams across the globe. You can 
be next! 

What is the SQE? The SQE is a centralised assessment 
introduced in 2021 that replaces the Legal Practice 
Course (LPC) as the main route to qualification as a 
solicitor in England & Wales. It means graduates from all 
backgrounds (not just law) can sit the qualifying exams 
and you don't need to secure a highly sought-after training 
contract anymore - you just need two years of Qualifying 

Work Experience (QWE), which can be achieved  
through up to four different organisations or experiences. 
Our expert Careers and Employability team delivers a 
range of QWE initiatives to support you in achieving 
your career goals, working with top law firms and  
in-house corporates. The introduction of the SQE opens 
up the legal profession, ensuring consistency and high 
standards among trainee solicitors – regardless of their 
route to qualification.  

BARBRI's SQE Prep courses leverage leading machine-
learning technology to provide students with a structured 
and supportive learning environment and equipping 
you with everything you need to succeed in the two SQE 
exams. The courses are online, flexible and adaptable 
so you can complete the courses around your other 
commitments, helping you to earn while you learn. 
They're perfect for a wide range of students including 
law graduates, non-law graduates, foreign-qualified 
lawyers and legal professionals.  

Find out more about BARBRI and their courses here. 

https://www.barbri.com/sqe/law-graduates/
https://www.barbri.com/sqe/non-law-graduates/
https://www.barbri.com/sqe/overseas-lawyers/
https://www.barbri.com/sqe/overseas-lawyers/
https://www.barbri.com/sqe/legal-professionals/
https://www.barbri.com/sqe/sqe-prep-courses/
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It seems ironic to be featured in the Varsity Careers Guide 
as a 24 year old who still hasn't got 'a real job' yet (much 
to my Dad's dismay), but truth be told, I love not having 
a proper job. I love being a student. I've had a go at a 
number of different career paths over the years. I flirted 
with the idea of being a professional dancer, until the cold 
hard realities of dance college put that idea to bed. Then I 
had a stab at working in hospitality full time. Again, this 
was not for me. 

After completing my English 
degree at Hughes Hall last 
year I knew I wanted to train 
as a journalist, but the idea 
of doing a MA seemed both 
ludicrous and expensive. It is. I 
am doing one anyway. 

Choosing to do a postgrad is 
very different than choosing 
to do an undergrad. It's less 
simple than choosing a three 
year course to follow and new 
place to live. The in's and out's 
become far more complicated. 
For one, it gets much more specialised. My undergraduate 
degree was English Literature, a subject that was broad, 
expansive and unspecific. My masters degree is Magazine 
Journalism (fondly referred to by many as a ‘dying art'). 
This, by definition is far more niche.

Couple this with the fact that the course is only nine 
months long, not three years means that it's less of a 
commitment living-wise. Many people commute, I have 
a friend who lives in Brighton with her partner who 
gets the train to London every day. Many have had to 

find unusual ways to cope with the cost of living in the 
big city, another friend of mine lives on a house boat 
because it's more affordable. Those lucky enough (or 
unlucky, depending on how much you like London and/
or your parents) to have parents that live in the city stay 
at home. Others, like me, live as a lodger in someone’s 
house in the week and go back home for weekends. While 
this is something that many people have to deal with at 
undergrad this can, if one is lucky, feel somewhat offset by 

the basic cohesion and unity 
of undergrad life. At postgrad, 
I've found this begins to fade 
away. You are no longer part 
of a group of people, living in 
the same place for three years, 
studying the same thing. Adult 
responsibilities, commitments 
and lines of duty start to set in. 
You are a student, but not in 
the same way.

But, being a postgrad also 
unlocks new potentialities. It's 
freer than the strict confines 
of undergrad, making it 

easier to prioritise relationships, commitments and living 
situations that you hold dear. Yes, retraining, moving 
cities and embarking on something new is expensive 
and stressful, but it also brings with it so many new 
possibilities. The world can be competitive, challenging 
and difficult, but it can also be exciting, stimulating 
and brilliant. So, if you find something you'd love to do, 
amongst all this craziness, and if that thing happens to be 
a postgrad, then it's well worth pursuing. Life is already 
bad enough without constantly wondering 'What if?'.  
So don't wonder. Go and find out.

Lotte Brundle graduated from Hughes Hall in 2022 with a degree 
in English.

Mastering the art of  
staying a student
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Amy Batley graduated from Clare Hall in 2017 with an MPhil in Architecture 
and Urban Studies and will (hopefully!) graduate from Wolfson with a PhD in 
Architecture within the next year.

Finding my way…

After finally submitting my PhD at the end of August,  
I’ve spent the last month hopping between interviews 
and conferences in a desperate bid to find the perfect job. 
As I refresh my emails throughout the day in hope of that 
crucial employment break, I have come to realise that  
the anxiety and despair of this job-hunt limbo isn’t  
often discussed. 

After studying in Higher Education for many years (in my 
case eleven!), Universities have promised us the world in 
terms of employment opportunities. In my experience, it 
is not so straightforward. Many entry-level jobs often now 
require, paradoxically, relevant workplace experience, 
while other employers will mark you as over-qualified or 
fail to appreciate the value of your transferable skills. This 
can result in months of self-esteem-crippling rejections 
which can make you question your life trajectory thus far. 

Kudos if you walk out Senate House and into 
your dream job, but don’t expect it to 

work out this way.

Fortunately, this limbo does need to feel as grim as 
depicted above. Embrace the uncertainty, take the part-
time job in the café you used to study in, pull pints in 
the bar you used to celebrate exam results in, take that 
obscure holiday you’ve been putting off. Now is the time 
to do the things you might not have time to do later. In 
my case, the submission of my PhD was followed by 
much-needed week visiting a friend in Tuscany, followed 
by weeks of work as a member of staff in my Department 
library and at Cambridge’s Covid-19 vaccine centre. 

While my evenings since submitting the PhD have 
entailed writing job applications, my days have been filled 
with things I sacrificed during the final stages of the PhD; 
chatting to other students in my Department just for the 
sake of getting to know them better rather than about 
work, coffee shop trips without my laptop in hand, and 
learning transferable skills in temporary 9-5 jobs which 
your peer on the golden road to The City will never obtain. 

My suggestion is thus, embrace the uncertainty of job 
application limbo. Don’t bow to the pressure of accepting 
the first ‘proper’ job you are offered just because you are 
comparing yourself to your employed peers. Take time to 
figure out what you want, find something temporary to 
pay the bills in the meantime, and enjoy that lie-in while 
everyone else is rushing to work.
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Working holidays with no work drama: 
Unforgettable adventures with JENZA

Optiver

Getting ready to bid farewell to the halls of academia? 
Perfect timing, because the world is beckoning. If you’re 
not quite ready for the run-of-the-mill, 9-to-5 gig, JENZA 
offers adventures that will blow your mind, push your 
boundaries, and make your followers seriously jealous. 
Our programs are tailor-made to fuel your passion for 
exploration, culture, and, of course, building an epic 
resume, the team at JENZA can help you begin your 
working holiday journey to Canada, New Zealand, 
Australia, the USA, and beyond.

Why do a working holiday? Picture this: a seamless blend 
of work and play, where you can immerse yourself in 
different cultures, forge global connections, and gain 
unparalleled professional skills. Adaptability, resilience, 
cross-cultural communication, and problem-solving 
become second nature as you navigate new environments. 
And no, we don’t mind – go ahead and copy and paste 
those skills into your CV. 

In case you haven’t heard of JENZA yet: we may be 

the newest kid on the block when it comes to working 
holidays, but we’re the travel love child of USIT and 
BUNAC – two originals of the work and travel world 
founded by students in 1959 and 1962. That means you 
get the best of both worlds with our fresh, Gen-Z mindset 
combined with their rock-solid expertise. We'll hook you 
up with visa wizardry, killer job placements, and all the 
support you need to slay your working holiday. 

But wait, there’s more! We know the world doesn’t need 
another work and travel brand – it needs a more authentic 
one. So, we recruited a global Youth Advisory Panel (YAP) 
of 18-25-year-olds. They’ve been with us from the start and 
help to shape everything we do – from what we sell to 
how we look and what we stand for (like giving 5% of all 
profits to our scholarship fund, making cultural and  
hiring changes to become a more inclusive workplace,  
and working towards becoming a B Corp by 2024).

If we’ve piqued your interest, check out our website and 
learn more about what’s in store for you at JENZA.com.

Ready to accelerate your growth in one 
of the most dynamic and fascinating 
industries there is? Discover Optiver, a 
leading global trading firm powered by 
technical innovation. 

For 35+ years, Optiver has been improving 
financial markets around the world, making 
them more transparent and efficient for  
all participants. 

With our focus on cutting-edge engineering, data science 
and research, we actively trade on 70+ exchanges, where 

we're trusted to always provide accurate 
buy and sell pricing – no matter the 
market conditions. 

To be not only active, but also precise, 
across such a volume of markets and 

products is a hugely complex challenge – 
which is exactly what we thrive on. Are you 

someone who embraces constant innovation and 
strategic thinking in the pursuit of excellence? 

Learn more about Optiver's mission and opportunities at 
www.optiver.com 

https://jenza.com/uk/?ipredirect=true&utm_source=UniversityofCambridge&utm_medium=CambridgeVarsity-GuideToCareers&utm_campaign=CampusMarketing&utm_id=CampusMarketing&utm_term=WorkAndTravel&utm_content=WorkAndTravel
https://optiver.com
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No siloes. No hierarchies. Just great ideas. As a leading 
global market maker, IMC uses algorithmic trading 
and advanced technology to buy and sell securities on 
multiple trading venues worldwide.

Across Europe, the US, and Asia-Pacific, our technologists 
and traders collaborate to explore, design, and develop the 
software, hardware, advanced networks, and algorithms 
that drive our trading strategies and provide essential 
liquidity to financial markets.

Our enduring success is testament to the strength of our 
values. We fuse creative freedom, open feedback, and 
quick iteration to empower some of the world’s most 
talented people. We recognize the best ideas today – and 
collaborate across teams, borders, and time zones to make 
them even better tomorrow. And while we work hard, we 

have lots of fun doing it. 

It's a unique culture that sets us apart.  
As we like to say, there's only one IMC.

We’re looking for the brightest minds in:

●   Engineering

●   Computer Science

●   Maths

●   Statistics

●   Physics

●   Economics

●   Finance

Start your career at 

IMC Amsterdam
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CAREERS IN TRADING
With outstanding mathematical and analytical skills  
together with curiosity and a drive to excel, you’ll love 
solving complex problems. You will spot new opportunities 
in the market and go after them with a talented engineering 
team to have a direct impact on our business.

●   Develop, maintain, and improve trading models, 
algorithms, and systems

●   Trade a range of financial instruments 

●   Manage the execution and risk of complex  
trading portfolios

●   Cross-functional collaboration with our developers  
and engineers to understand and improve our  
technical infrastructure

Trading roles:

●   Graduate Trader

●   Graduate Quant Researcher

●   Graduate Research Analyst

●   Trader Intern

CAREERS IN ENGINEERING
As an Engineer at IMC, you won’t just be writing code; 
you’ll be responsible for spotting opportunities and 
developing new technology — from advanced networks, 
algorithms, or anything in between. Find your niche as  
you use your creativity to problem-solve and create 
solutions to the world’s most challenging problems.

●   Develop cutting-edge technology in software,  
hardware, advanced networks and algorithms

●   Write code in a collaborative environment where 
independence is also valued

●   Explore challenging problems in latency and data analysis 

●   Partner with traders around the globe to improve  
our systems

Technology roles:

●   Graduate Software Engineer

●   Graduate Hardware Engineer

●   Software Engineer Intern

●   Hardware Engineer Intern

BENEFITS
●   Travel to one of our offices in Amsterdam,  

Chicago or Sydney for the Global Traineeship 

●   Extensive and ongoing professional development 
training programs

●   In-house chef providing gourmet breakfast,  
lunch and snacks

●   Social activities and weekly Friday night drinks

●   Annual international company weekend away 

●   Wellbeing program with subsidized fitness classes 

●   In-house gym and massage

●   Volunteering days and dollar matching for  
charity donations 

GRADS & INTERN PROGRAMS
Join the world’s most innovative trading firm  
and go beyond the obvious. 

Explore careers on: imc.com/careers

@imctrading   |   #LifeatIMC

http://imc.com/careers
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INSEAD PhD Positions for 2024 intake.  
Study in Asia and Europe with  
five-year funding*

INSEAD, one of the world’s leading and largest business 
schools, is now accepting applications for the PhD in 
Management programme, 2024 intake. 

INSEAD is looking for 16-18 promising individuals to 
join its premier doctoral programme in the following 
areas: Accounting, Decision Sciences, Entrepreneurship, 
Finance, Marketing, Organisational Behaviour, Strategy, 
and Technology and Operations Management. Candidates 
passionate about research and motivated to pursue an 
exciting and successful career in business academia are 
highly encouraged to apply.  

Fully integrated across INSEAD’s two campuses, France and 
Singapore, PhD students collaborate with faculty experts 
and like-minded peers, benefit from alliances with Wharton 
and Sorbonne and conduct world-class research in the 
school’s state-of-the-art behavioural lab in Paris. Moreover, 
with the programme’s formidable placement history, 
graduates secure top academic placements globally. 

The INSEAD PhD is highly interdisciplinary across eight 
areas. Its intimate size ensures critical faculty mentorship 
and research support. Unlike many other doctoral 
programmes, it seeks to admit research partners for its 
faculty, not research assistants. 

As many leading universities try to internationalise 
curriculum and faculty, having the INSEAD PhD gives 
students a tremendous edge with its global format over 
most management schools. 

What are we looking for in a candidate? 
Our standards are high but extremely broad. We welcome 
applications from various backgrounds, including 
engineering, sciences, economics, psychology, sociology, 
etc., with a clear motivation to pursue an exciting career in 
business academia. 

Prospects with a solid academic record, a competitive 
GMAT or GRE, research experience, strong faculty 
recommendations, and a deep interest in pursuing 
unparalleled research as a management professor are 
poised to apply for the INSEAD PhD. Successful applicants, 
regardless of background, will receive five years of PhD 
funding (*inse.ad/phd-financing) 

Apply by 08 January 2024 for the Fall 2024 intake.

inse.ad/why-insead-phd | inse.ad/phd |  
inse.ad/contact-phd-2024-intake

https://www.insead.edu/phd/admissions-and-financing/financing#133936
https://phdbrochure.insead.edu/#aboutinseadphd
https://www.insead.edu/phd/admissions-and-financing/admissions
https://insead.eu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_ahIyhHLJeBmsWTI
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PhD in Management

Discover the INSEAD PhD

Learn more at inse.ad/phd 

Apply now for the Fall 2024 intake

*ends at the end of June of the fifth year. More details at inse.ad/phd-financing

Your passport to a successful 
career in business academia

Receive five-year funding*
Study in two campuses - Europe and Asia
Secure top academic placements worldwide
Strategic alliances with Wharton and Sorbonne
Be part of a supportive and highly diverse academic community

https://www.insead.edu/phd
https://www.insead.edu/phd/admissions-and-financing/financing#133936
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Tiffany Charnley graduated from St John’s College in 2015 with a degree in English

Finding my way…

It’s a sunny September day in Cornwall and I have just 
finished performing the run of my 25th Cambridge 
theatrical production (The Pirates of Penzance at the 
Minack Theatre in case you were wondering).  
I hadn’t given much thought to what life after 
Cambridge would be like as I was much more 
interested in learning lines and music for my 
next performance than applying for Grad 
Schemes. But when the realisation that I 
would now have to enter the “real world” 
dawned on me, I found that I didn’t have the 
faintest idea of what I actually wanted to do. 
So, what’s a recent English grad to do but get a 
random office job and continue filling all of their 
spare time with as much theatre as physically possible? - 
the year of the six operas is one I will not forget in a hurry!

After a few months of umming and ahhing, I started 
thinking about what was most important to me. I had 
been fortunate to receive the full Cambridge Bursary 
during my degree, allowing me to take full advantage 
of all Cambridge had to offer without worrying about 
money. So, with this in mind, I decided to get involved 
with College fundraising to help the next generation of 
students. I was able to combine my love for producing 
theatre with this aspiration to give back and I now 
produce events for alumni and donors – it’s amazing fun 
and it’s great to be able to contribute to securing gifts that 
can transform lives through scholarships and bursaries. 

Over the last five years, my love of theatre and music 
has only continued to grow, and I fill as much time with 
them as possible. In 2022, a friend and I started up a new 
theatre company - Velocirapture Productions, specialising 
in making opera fun and accessible. We took Gilbert & 
Sullivan’s hilarious Trial by Jury to the Edinburgh Fringe 
last year as Velocirapture’s first show. 

As well as directing the show, I also sang the soprano 
role. Despite being exhausting, this was one of the best 
experiences of my life! During the run, we received 
the wonderful news that we had been awarded the 
prestigious ‘Bobby Award’ from Broadway Baby,  
marking us as one of the best of the 3,334 shows  
being performed at the Edinburgh Fringe.

Although Cambridge opened so many doors and new 
experiences to me, it became apparent after graduation 
that access was still an issue for people from lower income 

backgrounds like myself. While some new grads are 
able to move back home to London and accept 

lower paid entry level arts jobs, this option 
was not available to me, and I simply didn’t 
have the industry connections or insider 
knowledge that are so beneficial to a career 
in the arts. Although I have had to focus 
on financial security, I have still pursued 

opportunities in the arts (making my own 
where I could!) and I’m really pleased to have 

recently been invited for a Director Observership at 
the Royal Opera House later this year. As well as working 

to improve access to education in my day job, I’m also 
enthusiastic about improving access to the arts. Just this 
week, I’ve begun a weekend job as Concert Manager at 
Bach to Baby - a concert series for young children and their 
adults. These are both ventures I couldn’t have imagined 
I’d be doing when I first left Cambridge and I’m so excited 
to see what might happen next!

Overall, life after graduating has been great (the odd 
stresses and covid aside). If someone were to ask me what 
I’ll be doing in another five years when I’ve reached the ten 
years out of Cambridge milestone, the answer would again 
be “I haven’t the faintest idea”, which is in equal amounts 
brilliant and terrifying. But, whatever I’m doing, I know I’ll 
be very happy as long as it includes my amazing friends 
and family, and maybe a bit of theatre too!



WHY CONSULT WHEN YOU CAN
LEAD?
Manage a multi-million pound marketing budget.
Lead a sales business worth £100 million

Omar, Assistant Brand
Manager, Tampax

Zoe, Sales Manager,
Febreze

Rachel, Product Supply Start-Up 
Leader, Gillette and OldSpice

Alumnus of 
Emmanuel College

Alumnus of 
Robinson College

Alumnus of 
Pembroke College

PGCareers.com

http://pgcareers.com
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At ECM Selection in Cambridge, our personal approach is there 
to provide you with exciting options when you are looking 
for a job in software, electronics, mechanical engineering, 
mathematics, physics, or the applied sciences. Over the years, 
we have worked with graduates, PhDs and postdocs as well  
as experienced industry veterans, throughout their careers.

Do you work with all types of companies?
Everything from start-ups and university spin-spinouts to 
boutique specialists and multinationals. We have worked 
with companies with unicorn status, as well as those  
starting out in a garden shed.

How about internships, placements, sponsorship?
We can help with permanent, full-time positions after 
graduation. Visa sponsorship is typically reserved for senior 
or very specialist jobs due to government criteria.

How about research?
We work with commercial R&D teams in product 
development and applied technology, often with a strong 
scientific angle, offering opportunities for innovation with 
long term career progression.

Why should I use a recruitment agency?
It’s important for your CV to stand out from the crowd since 
graduate and PhD-level competition is very high. A recruiter 
who knows the company well can advise and guide here 
and on interviews and job offers. Provided they have a 
sufficiently strong reputation, and are specifically engaged 
by the company and understand their business, a recruiter’s 
introduction can be a real asset.

Don’t you just find jobs on the internet, and suggest 
them to people?
Far from it. All the roles ECM offer are with companies who 
specifically asked for our help, are pleased to hear from us 
and many of whom we have known and been building 

relationships with for years. Our personal approach extends 
to decision makers at companies as well!

I’ve heard stories about variable experiences with 
recruitment agencies. Why are ECM different?
Whilst some agencies may match keywords to recruit 
in technical areas they don’t fully understand, ECM 
consultants all have technical backgrounds and industry 
experience in the sectors for which we recruit. Some 
agencies are also primarily concerned with filling a 
particular job, rather than finding the right role for the 
person. In contrast, ECM offer a more personal, relaxed and 
“non-pushy” service. There are no salespeople here and we 
don’t spend our days talking people into things. We’d rather 
find ideas for people that they like, and will help them 
progress their career in whatever direction they choose.

Sounds like a great service, but is there a catch?  
Do I need to pay…
Our service and advice is absolutely free to candidates.  
If you’re in an area we cover, ECM would be happy to see 
what opportunities we can help with.

Great, so I’m interested,  
what should I do next?
In plenty of time before you graduate, 
register with us on our website, https://
www.ecmselection.co.uk/university 

Or call ECM Selection on 01223 813399 to discuss your search 
with one of our consultants. If we can help, we’d be pleased 
to. We may ask for a copy of your CV for our reference, 
but that will only be sent to companies with your express 
permission in each case, after we’ve spoken with you.

ECM Selection, helping graduates, PhDs and professionals find top roles with 
leading UK science and technology companies for over 30 years

Careers in engineering, science & technology

https://www.ecmselection.co.uk/university
https://www.ecmselection.co.uk/university
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THE HIGH-TECH RECRUITMENT EXPERTS
CAMBRIDGE  UK

Open the door to your new career.

Choose the right one for you.
From knowing what's out 
there to advice and guidance 
through the hiring process, 
we work with you.
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Guess the least 
selected integer

1 – 100

I matriculated Cambridge in 2019, studying English, with a 
special focus on early modern literature. The three years were 
an unforgettable experience, albeit tainted by Covid, which 
nonetheless inspired me to continue with my academic 
journey at Oxford. A controversial choice for some, but a 
great choice for me. Moving to Oxford from Cambridge was 
less overwhelming than many might expect. If anything, 
I felt like my three years of living and studying in the 
collegiate system greatly smoothed out my transition and 
gave me the skills to tackle this new challenge.

Another unexpected perk of making the Cambridge-
to-Oxford-switch was that some of my friends, from 
Cambridge and London, were also relocating. The world 
really is a small place, so I managed to find myself 
surrounded by many people I had already known, or even 
lived with, at Cambridge. Being able to comfortably move to 
a different city and experience a new Faculty, whilst feeling 
confident due to my time at Cambridge was invaluable 
and allowed me to quickly integrate myself into Oxford 
life. After all, there is no time in life when it's as easy 
to relocate as when you are still a student. I will say 
that my social life was quite different at Oxford than 
it was at Cambridge, but that really varies from 
person to person. At Cambridge I lived in a house 
with 5 close friends from my college, whereas at 
Oxford I lived alone, and all of my friends went to 
different colleges. I liked the change, as it marked 
a development in my life, moving slightly away 
from the insular Oxbridge bubble towards a more 

Isabel Sebode graduated from Sidney Sussex College 
in 2022 with a degree in English.

Finding my way…

varied social life, which allowed me to explore so many 
new things. At graduate level, ages become more varied, 
and many of my friends were many years older than me. 
I also felt quite at home with my mostly international 
friends, something I missed at Cambridge.

My journey in Oxford didn't end with me graduating my 
MSt in English (1550-1700). Instead, I decided to exploit the 
collegiate system even more, this time for its job opportunities. 
Moving just over the road from my college (Teddy Hall) to 
Univ. – I now work in Development - i.e. Alumni and Donor 
Relations. The job has been a great introduction into the way 
we create and maintain professional relationships, as well 
as into the world of business and management, which as a 
humanities graduate I had previously stayed away from. My 
long-distance relationship and the flexibility of actually being 
able to enjoy the free time that comes with weekends has 
also given me way more time to travel, which I have started 
to make the most of.

Cambridge has prepared me well for Oxford, and both 
have prepared me for life. In a way, I still have not 
fully exited the Oxbridge bubble, but I do believe that 

postgraduate life has made me significantly more 
independent and ready to take on 'the real world' 
(whatever that may be). I really did love my time 
at Cambridge, but if you have the chance to move 
around for your job, or degrees, I really would advise 
you to make the most of it. It’s always good to see 
what’s beyond King’s Parade and Sidgwick site.
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Join our custom graduate program. Learn from the best and
define your own career path. Make immediate moves in the real
market in a real team. At IMC Trading, there’s no hierarchy and
no egos—just an open culture and unprecedented growth. 
Start your career at the world’s most innovative trading firm.

GO BEYOND THE OBVIOUS
imc.com/careers

http://imc.com/careers

